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Abstract—Integrating learning-based techniques, especially re-
inforcement learning, into robotics is promising for solving
complex problems in unstructured environments. However, most
existing approaches are trained in well-tuned simulators and
subsequently deployed on real robots without online fine-tuning.
In this setting, the simulation’s realism seriously impacts the
deployment’s success rate. Instead, learning with real-world in-
teraction data offers a promising alternative: not only eliminates
the need for a fine-tuned simulator but also applies to a broader
range of tasks where accurate modeling is unfeasible. One major
problem for on-robot reinforcement learning is ensuring safety,
as uncontrolled exploration can cause catastrophic damage to
the robot or the environment. Indeed, safety specifications, often
represented as constraints, can be complex and non-linear, mak-
ing safety challenging to guarantee in learning systems. In this
paper, we show how we can impose complex safety constraints
on learning-based robotics systems in a principled manner, both
from theoretical and practical points of view. Our approach is
based on the concept of the Constraint Manifold, representing the
set of safe robot configurations. Exploiting differential geometry
techniques, i.e., the tangent space, we can construct a safe action
space, allowing learning agents to sample arbitrary actions while
ensuring safety. We demonstrate the method’s effectiveness in a
real-world Robot Air Hockey task, showing that our method
can handle high-dimensional tasks with complex constraints.
Videos of the real robot experiments are available on the project
website1.

Index Terms—Safe Reinforcement Learning, Constraint Man-
ifold, Safe Exploration

I. INTRODUCTION

DEPLOYING robots in real-world environments to solve
various tasks is a challenging objective. To achieve this

objective, we need to solve many open problems in robotics,
including perception, long-term planning, reactive motion gen-
eration, and interaction with humans. Unfortunately, while
extremely successful in controlled environments, classical
robotics techniques struggle to deal with the complexity of
the real world. To deal with these issues, researchers have
started to incorporate machine learning approaches in robotic
systems, allowing robots to achieve control performance and
reactiveness to disturbances that are on par with or even
outperform the best classical approaches existing, e.g., robot
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Fig. 1. The robot air hockey task. The objective is to strike the puck to
the opponent’s goal. The vector field shows the velocity of the end-effector
at different locations when a positive unit action is applied in the first two
dimensions of the safety action space using ATACOM. The blue (resp. red)
arrow corresponds to a unit action applied in the first (resp. second) dimension.

parkour [1], [2], in-hand manipulation [3], and drone rac-
ing [4]. Nevertheless, the learning process is often only per-
formed before deployment, as most existing approaches rely
on offline data and simulators, not allowing online adaptation
while interacting in the real world. Indeed, allowing the robot
control policy to change and improve during its deployment
is essential to deal with dynamic environments, actuator wear
and tear, the simulator-reality gap, malfunctioning sensors, and
unexpected environmental conditions [5].

Theoretically, this online adaptation is feasible using the
Reinforcement Learning (RL) framework, which describes an
optimization technique for the policy under a performance
metric defined as a reward function. However, many key
problems are preventing the usage of online RL techniques
in the real world. On the one hand, this technique often
requires an unreasonable large amount of data to learn the
desired policy and to adapt to environmental variations. On
the other hand, the learning process can arbitrarily change
the policy and require explorative actions, possibly caus-
ing the robotic system to take dangerous actions that may
harm people or cause damage to the environment or to the
robot itself. While the effort of the RL, in general, and
the Robot Learning community, in particular, has primarily
focused on improving the efficiency of the learning algorithm
in challenging environments, the importance of acting under
safety constraints keeps increasing. Complying with safety
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constraints is fundamental for allowing robots to operate in
the real world, but, unfortunately, imposing safety constraints
on a learning system is not as straightforward as in a classical
robotic system.

Among many techniques to enforce safety constraints on
learning agents, the most popular one is to exploit the Safe Re-
inforcement Learning (SafeRL) framework. This framework is
based on the Constrained Markov Decision Processes (CMDP)
formalism [6], and the algorithm objective is to ensure the
learned policy fulfills the safety constraints while maximizing
the reward function. By construction, these methods do not
ensure the fulfillment of safety constraints during the learning
process; they only converge to a final safe policy. Therefore,
these algorithms are unsuitable for online adaptation of the
learning agents in the real world, where any safety con-
straint violation should be avoided during the training process.
To tackle this problem, researchers developed Safe Explo-
ration approaches to ensure safety during the whole learning
process [7], [8]. Unfortunately, performing safe exploration
without relying on domain knowledge is impossible. Pioneer
researchers have exploited different types of prior domain
knowledge to obtain a safe exploration policy, such as pre-
defined safety constraints, previous data demonstrating the safe
and unsafe regions, dynamics models, or pre-defined safety
fallback controllers. Choosing how much and what domain
knowledge is necessary is challenging, as it is a trade-off
between safety, performance, and design time.

In this paper, we extend and analyze in depth the method,
ATACOM, which was proposed in [9] and extended in [10].
ATACOM is a simple but effective approach for achieving
safe exploration while using minimal knowledge of the robotic
platform. ATACOM is based on the concept of Constraint
Manifold [11], [12], which converts the constraint optimization
to an optimization problem on the manifold. We build a
safe action space on the tangent space of the constraint
manifold, leveraging the known differential dynamics of the
robotic system and tools from differential geometry. Using this
approach, any action sampled from the safe action space will
keep the system on the constraint manifold, ensuring safety.
While the core methodology was already presented in previous
works, in this paper, we extend the ATACOM framework with
four novel contributions:
1) We provide a novel formulation and a theoretical analysis

of the ATACOM method. Using LaSalle’s principle and
under some mild conditions, we prove that the proposed
method guarantees the system’s safety.

2) We show how to extend the proposed method to differ-
ent environment settings, including partially controllable
systems, high-order dynamics, and equality constraints.

3) We comprehensively evaluate individual techniques intro-
duced in the method using simple low-dimensional tasks
to gain a better understanding.

4) We show in experiments the scalability and robustness of
ATACOM to model mismatch in a high-dimensional com-
plex environment, the Robot Air Hockey (7-dimensional
action with 21 constraints) [13], and finally demonstrate
the effectiveness of the method for online adaptation in
the real world.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a
short overview of the related work in the field of safe rein-
forcement learning. Then, we introduce some key ideas from
differential geometry and Lasalle’s principle in Section III. In
Section IV, we focus on the theoretical analysis of the method,
showing that ATACOM is guaranteed to be safe under mild
conditions. Next, we introduced practical techniques for the
method implementation in Section V. Furthermore, extensions
to different environment settings, experiments, and conclusions
can be found in Section VI, VII, and VIII, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

In the last decades, CMDP [6], [14] has attracted a lot of
interest from RL researchers in solving constrained control
problems. Under this framework, several different forms of
constraints have been studied. One important form of con-
straint is the expected cumulative cost. The objective is for-
mulated as maximizing the expected return while maintaining
the expected cost below a threshold [15]–[23]. This type of
constraint has been extended to different variants, such as the
risk-sensitive constraint [24]–[27] and the probabilistic con-
straint [28]–[30]. Different types of constrained optimization
techniques are applied in the policy update process, such as the
trust-region method [15], [26], the interior point method [18],
and the Lagrangian relaxation method [14], [17], [19], [20],
[24], [25], [27]. Furthermore, the Lyapunov function is also
used to derive a policy improvement procedure [16], [31], [32].
Although these methods focus on obtaining a safe policy at the
end of the training, they often violate the constraints during
the learning process. Such methods are unsuitable for learning
directly on real robots or for online fine-tuning, as they usually
rely on a value function or environment model, and model
mismatches can destroy the safety value function.

Another type of approach focuses on adhering to state-
dependent constraints at every time step, often referred to
as the safe exploration method. The safe exploration problem
consists of two significant challenges: (1) construction of safe
constraints [33] and (2) obtaining safe action. The constraint
should account for the safety of not only the current state but
also the future trajectories. Control barrier functions [34]–[37]
and reachability analysis [38]–[41] utilize prior knowledge of
the system dynamics or learned dynamics model to construct
the safety constraint. Chance constraint approaches analyze
the safety problem from a probabilistic perspective, i.e., the
probability of encountering an unsafe state is below a thresh-
old [42]–[44]. Temporal logic constraints [45], [46] provide
a symbolic expression for the notion of safety. In this paper,
we do not restrict the type of constraints as long as they are
differentiable. Instead, we focus on the challenge of obtaining
safe actions.

The most common choice for determining the safe action
at each time step is to add a safety layer on top of the
policy, which will correct the unsafe action to a safe one [47]–
[49]. Nevertheless, determining an action that satisfies the
safety constraint or corrects the constraint violation is almost
impossible without incorporating prior knowledge. Exploiting
the dynamics model to find the safe action has been applied to
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safe-critical control and learning tasks [34], [50]. Defining a
task-specific backup policy enables safe exploration in low-
dimensional tasks, such as navigation and pendulum [7],
[51], [52]. Learning dynamic models using offline datasets
and deriving safe actions using the learned models are ap-
plicable to tasks where dynamic models are unavailable or
inaccurate [37], [49], [53], [54]. Our approach falls into the
safe exploration category, aiming to find a safe action at
each time step. Our method utilizes the knowledge of the
dynamics model to construct a safe action space. Unlike
existing approaches, our method does not require an initial safe
policy, a backup policy, or solving a constrained optimization
problem. ATACOM constructs a safe action space where all
sampled actions are guaranteed to be safe. Therefore, our
method is not explicitly restricted to any learning algorithm.

Safe learning for robotics, as the core intersection between
the SafeRL and robotics [55], has been raised for various
types of application scenarios, varying from manipulation
[56], [57] and navigation [58], [59], to locomotion [60] and
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) [61]–[64]. Previous work of
ATACOM has demonstrated the effectiveness of the method in
manipulation, navigation, and HRI tasks [9], [10]. In this pa-
per, we focus on a better illustration of individual components
with simple low-dimensional environments and finally verify
the method in a high-dimensional real-world robotic task.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Differential Geometry
We briefly recall some concepts from differential geometry

relevant to our approach. For a more comprehensive study
of related topics, see [11], [65]. Let M be a Differentiable
Manifold, and TpM denote the Tangent Space of the manifold
M at p ∈ M. The dimension of the manifold dimM = n if
each point has a neighborhood that is homeomorphic (bijective
and continuous) to an open subset of Rn. The Tangent Bundle
TM = ⊔p∈MTpM is the disjoint union of all tangent space
in M. Suppose two smooth manifold M and N , given a
smooth map Φ : M → N , the Rank of Φ at p ∈ M is the rank
of the linear map DΦp : TpM → TΦ(p)N . An Embedded
Submanifold is a subset S ∈ M, the Codimension is the
difference dimM − dimS. Next, we present the Constant-
Rank Level Set Theorem [65], used later in section IV-A to
define the constraint manifold.

Theorem 1 (Constant-Rank Level Set Theorem). Let M and
N be smooth manifolds, and let Φ : M → N be a smooth
map with constant rank r, then each level set of Φ is a properly
embedded submanifold of codimension r in M.

Let f : E → Rk be a smooth function. E is a Euclidean
space of dimension d > k with inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ and induced
norm ∥ · ∥. If Df(x) has full rank k for all x ∈ M, The set

M = {x ∈ E : f(x) = 0} (1)

is a (smooth) Embedded Submanifold of E of dimension d−k.
The Tangent Space at x ∈ M is given by

TxM = ker Df(x)

= {v ∈ E : ⟨gradfi(x),v⟩ = 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}}

The dimension of the tangent space is the same as the given
manifold dimM = d− k.

B. LaSalle’s Invariance Principle

We present the LaSalle’s Invariance Principle [66], which is
used later in the discussion to prove the safety. Consider the
autonomous system

ẋ = f(x) (2)

where f : D → Rn is a locally Lipschitz map from a domain
D ⊂ Rn into Rn. We have the following definitions:

Definition 1. A set C ⊂ Rn is said to be
• an invariant set with respect to (2) if: x(0) ∈ C ⇒ x(t) ∈
C,∀t ∈ R

• a positively invariant set with respect to (2) if: x(0) ∈
C ⇒ x(t) ∈ C,∀t ≥ 0

Theorem 2 (LaSalle’s Invariance Principle). Let Ω ⊂ D ⊂ Rn

be a compact positively invariant set concerning the dynamic
system (2). Let V : D → R be a continuously differentiable
function such that V̇ ≤ 0 in Ω. Let E := {x ∈ Ω : V̇ (x) = 0}.
Let M be the largest invariant set in E. Then, every solution
starting in Ω approaches M as t→ ∞.

C. Problem Statement

In SafeRL, we model the environment as a CMDP. A
CMDP is defined by the tuple ⟨S,A, P, γ,R, µ0,K⟩ with
the state space S, the action space A, the state transition
probability kernel P : S × A × S → R+, the discount factor
γ ∈ (0, 1], the reward function R : S × A → R, the initial
state distribution µ0 : S → R+, and the set of constraint
functions K := {ki : S → R, i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}}. In this
paper, we approach the safety problem in RL from the point
of view of Safe Exploration. In this setting, the objective is
to prevent constraint violations throughout the whole learning
process. This setting corresponds to the following constrained
optimization problem:

π∗ = max
π

Eτ∼π

[
T∑

t=1

γtr(st,at)

]
, (3)

s.t. ki(st) ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,K},

with the trajectory τ = [s0,a0, . . . , sT ], the state st ∈ S ⊂
RS , and the action at ∈ A ⊂ RA sampled from the policy
π. In this formulation, the inequality constraints ki : S → R
specify the safety requirements at each time step among all
trajectories.

Modern RL algorithms solve this optimization by evaluating
a sequence of policies {π0, . . . πj} in the environment, where
the learning algorithm produces a new policy πj+1 using Dj ,
i.e. the dataset of environment interactions using the previous
policies {π0, . . . , πj}. In this scenario, Safe Exploration re-
quires that every state s from every trajectory τ sampled from
each policy πj is safe, i.e., ki(s) ≤ 0,∀i. This requires that the
optimization algorithm selects each policy πj from Πsafe, i.e.
the space of policies respecting the safety constraints. Most
safe exploration approaches design a space Π̃ ⊆ Πsafe and
solve the optimization problem in (3) generating πj ∈ Π̃.
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Fig. 2. Conceptual illustration of ATACOM. (a) The safe set is defined by the constraint in the original state space. (b) Construct the constraint manifold in
the augmented state space. (c) Determine the tangent space for each point on the constraint manifold. (d) The trajectory moves on the tangent space resulting
in a safe trajectory projected in the original state space.

In the rest of this work, we focus on the control affine
system that is local Lipschitz continuous. The system is
described as follows:

ṡ = f(s) +G(s)us (4)

where s ∈ S ⊂ RS denotes the state of the system, us ∈
U ⊂ RU is the U -dimensional control input, f : S → RS and
G : S → RS×U are two Lipschitz mappings. We make the
following assumption

Assumption 1. The state space S of interest is compact and
positively invariant with respect to (4).

IV. METHODS

In this section, we introduce the technical details of our
proposed approach Acting on the TAngent Space of the
COnstraint Manifold (ATACOM) and discuss under which
conditions the designed controller is safe. Briefly, our approach
tries to construct a safe action space tangent to the Constraint
Manifold. Combining the basis of the tangent space with a
coordinate determined by the controller, that can be hand-
crafted or an arbitrary RL method, we can guarantee the safety
of the overall control action. The conceptual illustration of
the approach is shown in Fig. 2. Our approach is particularly
suitable for RL as the actions are sampled randomly from a
safe space, and the policy is safe by construction.

As it is fundamental for our approach, we will first rigor-
ously define the Constraint Manifold and the Tangent Space at
each point on the manifold. Then, we introduce an augmented
state dynamic model that incorporates the dynamics of the
slack variable. Next, we derive a safe controller that moves on
the constraint manifold equipped with augmented dynamics.
We then theoretically analyze the conditions of the controller
to guarantee safety. At the end of this section, we extend our
safety proof from a Lipschitz continuous system to switched
systems suitable for RL setup.

A. Definition of the Constraint Manifold

We assume that our safety problem is completely defined
by a set of K inequality constraints

k(s) ≤ 0 (5)

with k : S ⊂ RS → RK . Throughout this paper, we make the
following assumption

Assumption 2. The constraint function k : S → RK is of
class C1.

While this assumption is a limitation of the proposed
approach, it is easy to approximate the vast majority of
constraints required by a robotic system using differentiable
approximations, such as neural networks.

Given the constraint definition, we define the safe set as the
sublevel set C := {s ∈ S ⊂ RS : k(s) ≤ 0}. We proceed
now by introducing a set of slack variables µ ∈ [0,+∞)K

and rewriting the inequality constraints as equality ones:

c(s,µ) := k(s) + µ (6)

We refer to the Jacobian of c as Jc(s,µ) =
[
Jk(s) IK

]
,

with a K dimensional identity matrix IK . Using the equality
constraint formulation, we define the safe set as

M := {(s,µ) ∈ D : c(s,µ) = 0} (7)

where D := S × [0,+∞)K ⊂ RN is an Augmented State
Space of dimension N = S +K.
Remark 1. The safe set C is a projection of the set M on the
original state space. For any point (s,µ) ∈ M, the projected
point is in the safe set s ∈ C.

Proposition 1. The safe set M (7) is a S-dimensional
submanifold embedded in RN .

Proof. The Jacobian of c(s,µ) is Jc(s,µ) =
[
Jk(s) IK

]
.

Jc(s,µ) has a constant rank K. The Constant Rank Level-Set
Theorem shows that the level set M is an embedded subman-
ifold of codimension K. The dimension of the submanifold is
N −K = S.

We call the safe set defined in Eq. (7) the Constraint
Manifold. The Interior of the Constraint Manifold is IntM :=
{(s,µ) ∈ M : ki(s) < 0,∀i} and the Boundary is ∂M :=
{(s,µ) ∈ M : ki(s) = 0,∃i}. The Tangent Space of the con-
straint manifold at the point (s,µ) ∈ M is a linear subspace
T(s,µ)M :=

{
v ∈ RN : ⟨Jc(s,µ),v⟩ = 0

}
= kerJc(s,µ).

The dimension of the tangent space is S = N − K. We
can construct the Basis of the tangent space T(s,µ)M in
matricial form as B(s,µ) :=

[
b1(s,µ) · · · bS(s,µ)

]
∈ RN×S .

Each column bi(s,µ) is a basis vector of the tangent space
satisfying ⟨Jc(s,µ), bi(s,µ)⟩ = 0.

Example 1. Consider the inequality constraint k(s) := s ≤ 0.
The constraint manifold M = {(s, µ) ∈ R × [0,∞) :
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c(s, µ) := s + µ = 0} is a 1-dimensional submanifold
embedded in R2. The constraint Jacobian is Jc(s, µ) = [1 1].
We can choose the basis of the tangent space as B(s, µ) =
1√
2
[1,−1]⊺.

B. Augmented State Dynamics

We introduce a controlled system for the slack variable
where the dynamics for each dimension i is

µ̇i = αi(µi)uµ,i, i ∈ {1, . . . ,K} (8)

where αi : [0, µη) → [0,+∞) is a class K function2 being lo-
cally Lipschitz continuous. µη is a sufficient bigger value that
bounds the maximum constraint violation. uµ ∈ [u−

µ ,u
+
µ ] ⊂

RK denotes the vitual control input and u−
µ < 0 < u+

µ . Since
the dynamics of each dimension are independent, we develop
the following lemma for the 1-dimensional system without loss
of generality.

Lemma 1. Consider the dynamics µ̇ = α(µ)uµ with α being
of class K and locally Lipschitz for all µ ∈ [0, µη). For every
initial state µ(0) > 0, there exists ϵ > 0 such that µ(t) ≥ ϵ,
∀t ≥ 0, ∀uµ ∈ [u−µ , u

+
µ ], u

−
µ < 0 < u+µ .

Proof. α is L-Lipschitz continuous and α(0) = 0, we have
|α(µ)| ≤ Lµ for all µ ∈ [0, µη), For all uµ ∈ [u−µ , u

+
µ ], the

following inequality holds

µ̇ = α(µ)uµ ≥ inf
uµ

[α(µ)uµ]

= α(µ)u−µ (α(µ) > 0)

≥ Lu−µ µ = L′µ (u−µ < 0)

where L′ = Lu−µ . The lower bound of the trajectory starting
from the state µ(0) > 0 can be determined as µ(t) ≥ ϵ =
µ(0)e(L

′t) > 0,∀t ≥ 0.

Lemma 1 shows that the slack variable with the dynamic
(8) will not reach zero in finite time if the initial value is not
zero.

We construct the Augmented Dynamic Model as follows[
ṡ
µ̇

]
=

[
f(s)
0

]
+

[
G(s) 0
0 A(µ)

] [
us

uµ

]
(9)

where A(µ) : RK → RK×K denotes a diagonal matrix with
entry Aii = αi(µi) and uµ = [uµ,1, . . . , uµ,K ]⊺.

C. Safe Controller on the Tangent Space of the Constraint
Manifold

In this section, we introduce a provably safe controller for
the system (9) with respect to the constraint manifold (7). As
stated in Remark 1, the safe set C(k) is a projection of M. The
original state will stay inside the safe set if the augmented state
stays on the constraint manifold. We can design a controller
that drives the augmented state in the direction tangent to
the constraint manifold. The velocity of the augmented state

2class K function: (1) continuous; (2)strictly increasing; (3)α(0) = 0

Algorithm 1 ATACOM, Input: s, u ▷ At each step
1: Determine the slack variable µ = max(−k(s), tol)
2: Compute the Jacobian JG,Ju and the drift ψ
3: Compute the tangent space basis Bu ▷ Alg. 2
4: Compute the constraint value c
5: Obtain the control output us ▷ Eq. (12)

should stay in the tangent space
[
ṡ µ̇

]⊺ ∈ T(s,µ)M. To
ensure this property, the following equality must hold

ċ(s,µ) = Jc(s,µ)

[
ṡ
µ̇

]
= 0 (10)

with Jc(s,µ) =
[
Jk(s) IK

]
. Substituting the dynamics (9)

into equality (10), we obtain

ψ(s) + Ju(s,µ)

[
us

uµ

]
= 0 (11)

with Ju(s,µ) =
[
JG(s) A(µ)

]
, JG(s) = Jk(s)G(s) and

the Constraint Drift ψ(s) = Jk(s)f(s) induced by the system
drift f(s).

If the above linear system (11) is solvable, the general
solution has the following form[

us

uµ

]
= −J†

u(s,µ)ψ(s) +Bu(s,µ)u(s),

where J†
u(s,µ) is the pseudo inverse of Ju(s,µ) and Bu(s,µ)

is the tangent space basis in the matrix form such that
Ju(s,µ)Bu(s,µ) = 0. The function u(s) : S → RU is a
task-specific feedback controller. In the rest of the paper, we
use bold characters and omit the arguments of the mapping to
simplify the notation. For example, we define Ju and Bu as
Ju := Ju(s,µ) and Bu := Bu(s,µ), respectively.

We can construct the safe controller as[
us

uµ

]
= −J†

uψ − λJ†
uc+Buu, (12)

with a constant λ > 0. The first term on the Right Hand Side
(RHS) is the Drift Compensation Term, which corrects the
drift caused by the system. The middle term is the Contraction
Term that retracts the state to the manifold. When k(s) < 0,
there always exists µ ∈ [0,∞)K ensuring c(s,µ) = 0, so the
contraction term will be zero. The last term is the Tangential
Term, which generates the vector field tangent to the Constraint
Manifold. The overall algorithm is illustrated in Alg. 1. The
ATACOM controller can be treated as a generalized solution
of the linear system

ψ + λc+ Ju

[
us

uµ

]
= 0

The tangent space basis Bu can be solved by various
approaches, such as QR/SVD decomposition. We will discuss
computing a smooth varying basis in Section V-B. Next, we
will prove that ATACOM enforces the safety constraints under
mild assumptions.

Assumption 3. The set M defined in (7) is non-empty.

Assumption 3 ensures that there exists a non-empty safe
set, i.e., C ̸= ∅. Then, we make another assumption to
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Constraint Manifolds, Singular Set and the Region of Attraction in Example 3. The thick blue lines depict the constraint manifold,
and the red points are singular points. The contraction term shrinks to zero at the singular point, indicating a saddle point of the Lyapunov function V .
Therefore, we can construct the region of attraction Ωη by excluding the singular set, as the blue shaded area shown in the figure.

ensure the set M is a manifold. From the Constant-Rank
Level Set Theorem, we know that the 0-level set M is a
submanifold if the rank of Ju is full row rank. In order to
make proper mathematical statements, we first explain some
of the notations.

Let ιk=0(s) be a mapping that output the index set {i ∈
Z : ki(s) = 0} where the i-th element of k(s) is 0 (and
ιk ̸=0(s) for {i ∈ Z : ki(s) ̸= 0}, respectively). Let (·)[ι,:] be
a submatrix of the matrix (·) where all rows of the index set
ι are selected. The size of the index set is denoted as |ι|.

Assumption 4. The rank of (JG)[ιk=0,:] equals to |ιk=0(s)|,
for all (s,µ) ∈ ∂M.

Assumption 4 ensures rank(Ju) is K anywhere in M.
From the definition, we know that Ju = [JG A] and A
is a diagonal matrix. For the interior points (s,µ) ∈ IntM
where k(s) < 0 and µ > 0, we know Aii > 0,∀i.
Therefore, rank(Ju) = rank(A) = K. On the boundary
∂M where ki(s) = µi = 0, we have αi(µi) = 0 and
rank(A) = rank

(
(A)[ιk ̸=0,:]

)
= K − |ιk ̸=0|. We know

that the row vectors in (Ju)[ιk=0,:] are linearly independent
from the row vectors in (Ju)[ιk ̸=0,:]. From Assumption 4, we
have rank(Ju) = rank

(
(Ju)[ιk ̸=0,:]

)
+ rank

(
(Ju)[ιk=0,:]

)
=

rank
(
(A)[ιk ̸=0,:]

)
+ rank

(
(JG)[ιk=0,:]

)
= K.

Remark 2. Assumption 4 indicates that the number of con-
straints reaching their boundary is not bigger than the dimen-
sion of control input, i.e., |ιk=0(s)| ≤ U .

Since the matrix (JG)[ιk=0,:] is of dimension |ιk=0| × U ,
we have the following relation rank

(
(JG)[ιk=0,:]

)
=

|ιk=0(s)| ≤ min(|ιk=0(s)|, U). Therefore, a necessary con-
dition is |ιk=0(s)| ≤ U .

In order to present the safety theorem and proof, we
introduce the Singular Set, which is used to define the (safe)
region of contraction.

Definition 2. The Singular Set is defined as

Y := {(s,µ) ∈ D : J⊺
uc = 0, ∥µ∥ = 0, ∥c(s,µ)∥ ≠ 0}

Remark 3. Notice that if Y ̸= ∅, the Singular Set Y and the
Constraint Manifold M are disjoint sets, dist(M,Y) > 0.
Remark 4. We know that the kernel of a matrix X has
the following property: ker(X†) = ker(X⊺). Therefore,
the Singularity Set is equivalent to {s ∈ S : J⊺

Gk(s) =

0, ∥k(s)∥ ≠ 0} × {µ : µ = 0} and {s ∈ S : J†
Gk(s) =

0, ∥k(s)∥ ≠ 0}×{µ : µ = 0}. The Singular set is independent
of the choice of slack dynamics.

The Singular Set can be empty or non-empty, in the follow-
ing, we provide two examples illustrating the two cases.
Example 2. Consider the inequality constraint k(s) := s ≤ 0
with the first-order system ṡ = u. We have f(s) = [0] and
G = [1]. The Jacobian JG = [1] is full rank. Therefore, the
singular set is empty.
Example 3. Consider the simple inequality constraint k(s) =
−s2 + 1 ≤ 0 and the system ṡ = u. The constraint manifold
is M = {(s, µ) ∈ R × [0,+∞) : −s2 + 1 + µ = 0}.
The Jacobian JG = [−2s]. At the singular point, we have
JGk(s) = [−2s(−s2 + 1)] = [0] and k(s) ̸= 0. The singular
set of this constraint manifold is Y = {(0, 0)}. The constraint
manifold and the singular point are depicted in Fig. 3. We
can notice that the contraction term (red) at the singular point
is zero, indicating a saddle point of the Lyapunov function.
If the tangential term (blue) is zero, the system will stay at
the singular point. Similarly, the singular set for a different
constraint k(s) = s2 − 1 ≤ 0 is Y = {(0, 0)}, as shown
in Fig. 3 (right). In the example on the left, the system will
approach the singular point (0, 0) from the line s = 0 with
the tangential term equal to zero. In the example on the right,
the system does not approach the manifold when starting from
the singularity and holding the tangential component to zero.

Next, we prove that the controller (12) is safe (i.e., positively
invariant) considering the Constraint Manifold (7), following
LaSalle’s Invariance Principle. We define a Lyapunov-like
function V : RN → R as

V (s,µ) =
1

2
c⊺c (13)
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Let η′ = inf{V (s,µ) : (s,µ) ∈ Y} if Y is non-empty,
otherwise η′ is a sufficient large value. From Assumption 1,
we can choose a constant η such that 0 < η < η′, and the
set Ωη = {(s,µ) ∈ D : V (s,µ) ≤ η} is compact. Ωη is a
superset of the constraint manifold M ⊂ Ωη .

To prove the positive invariance of the controller, we require
the following lemma

Lemma 2. Let X ∈ Rm×n, r = rank(X) ≤ m ≤ n, and
x ∈ Rm. Let X†,X⊺ be the psuedoinverse and transpose of
X , respectively. If x⊺XX†x = 0, then X⊺x = 0.

Proof. Let the Singular Value Decomposition of X be

X =
[
U1 U2

] [Σ1 0
0 0

] [
V ⊺
1

V ⊺
2

]
where Σ1 is the r× r diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries
are the positive singular values of X . The pseudo-inverse of
X is

X† =
[
V1 V2

] [Σ−1
1 0
0 0

] [
U⊺

1

U⊺
2

]
Using the above-defined decompositions, we can compute

XX† =
[
U1 U2

] [Ir 0
0 0

] [
U⊺

1

U⊺
2

]
= U1U

⊺
1

and
XX⊺ = U1Σ

2
1U

⊺
1

Since, by hypothesis, x⊺XX†x = 0, we have x⊺U1U
⊺
1 x =

0. Let y = U⊺
1 x, from the previous equation, we have y⊺y =

0. This implies y = 0, as the dot product of a vector by itself
is zero only if the vector is the null vector. We can now write
x⊺XX⊺x = x⊺U1Σ

2
1U

⊺
1 x = y⊺Σ2

1y = 0. Therefore, we
can conclude that X⊺x = 0.

Using the Lemma 2, we can prove the safety of the ATA-
COM controller by deriving the following attraction theorem.

Theorem 3. Consider the nonlinear control affine system (9).
Let M be the constraint manifold defined in (7), the dynamics
of the slack variable defined in (8). Under Assumptions 1-4,
every trajectory, starting from (s(0),µ(0)) ∈ Ωη , equipped
with the controller (12), will approach M as t → +∞, if
∃us ∈ U such that (11) holds for all (s,µ) ∈ Ωη .

Proof. We will use LaSalle’s Principle to prove that the
system’s controller is safe. We compute the time-derivative
of the Lyapunov-like function (13):

V̇ = c⊺ċ = c⊺Jc

[
ṡ
µ̇

]
(9)
= c⊺

[
ψ + Ju

[
us

uµ

]]
(12)
= c⊺

[
ψ + Ju

(
−J†

uψ − λJ†
uc+Buu

)]
= c⊺

[
ψ − JuJ

†
uψ − λJuJ

†
uc+ JuBuu

]
By definition, we know that JuBu = 0. If Eq. (11) holds,

we have ψ − JuJ
†
uψ = 0.

We can simplify the RHS of V̇ and get

V̇ = −λc⊺JuJ
†
uc ≤ 0 (14)

Due to the negative semi-definiteness of (14), the com-
pact set Ωη is positively invariant. We can find the set

E := {(s,µ) ∈ Ωη : V̇ = 0}. From Lemma 2, we have the
equivalent sets

E = {(s,µ) ∈ Ωη : −λc⊺JuJ
†
uc = 0}

= {(s,µ) ∈ Ωη : J⊺
uc = 0}

Since Ωη ∩ Y = ∅, we have E = {(s,µ) ∈ Ωη : c(s,µ) =
0} = M. Then, we verify that M is positively invariant

c(s(t),µ(t)) = c(s(0),µ(0)) +

∫ t

0

ċ(s(τ),µ(τ))dτ

From a initial state where k(s(0),µ(0)) = 0, we get

k(s(t),µ(t)) =

∫ t

0

ψ + Ju

(
−J†

uψ − λJ†
uc+Bu

)
dτ

= −
∫ t

0

λJuJ
†
ucdτ = 0

Thus, for any time t, we have c(s(t),µ(t)) = 0 and
(s(t),µ(t)) ∈ M. Therefore, M is the largest positively
invariant set in E .

Theorem 3 provides necessary conditions to guarantee the
convergence to the constraint manifold M in the neighborhood
Ωη , i.e., region of contraction.
Example 4. Back to the constraints defined in Example 3,
the system may get stuck at the singular point (red diamond)
when the tangential component is zero. We can, therefore,
construct the region of contraction excluding the singular
point. The Lyapunov function at the singular point in both
cases is V (0, 0) = 1. The region of contraction Ωη can be
determined by 0 < η < 1, i.e. the blue-shaded area.

D. Safety with Stochastic Policy in Reinforcement Learning

Theorem 3 has shown the safety for a Lipschitz continuous
controller. However, in reinforcement learning, the control
inputs are drawn from a stochastic policy π at each time step.
The control input is no longer Lipschitz continuous. To deal
with the reinforcement learning setting, we treat the system
with stochastic policy as a switched system. The system
switches to a new one at each time step since a new action is
drawn from the stochastic policy.

Many prior works have studied Lasalle’s Invariance prin-
ciple for switched systems [67]–[69]. We present one most
relevant here:

Theorem 4. [69] Let V (x) : RN → [0,+∞) be a
weak common Lyapunov function for switched systems F =
{fp(x), p ∈ P}, where P = 1, ..., N and fp(x) is continous.
Let

E = {x ∈ Ωη : ∃p ∈ P such that ∇V (x) · fp(x) = 0} .

Let M be the union of all the compact weakly invariant sets
which are contained in E ∩Ωη . Then every solution φ(t) has
a nonvanishing dwell time such that φ(0) ∈ Ωη is attracted
by M.

The solution φ(t) has a nonvanishing dwell time if the
sequence {tj} of switching times satisfies infj(tj+1 − tj) ≥
h > 0. For stochastic controller/policy, the control input is
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L_β= 1

E_β= 0.3
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initial point

Fig. 4. Comparison of trajectories with different slack function α(µ) in a
2D Environment. The grey area renders an obstacle in a 2D environment.
The constraint is defined as ∥s − po∥ > 0. The system is controlled by
velocity ṡ = us. The curves show the trajectories starting from different
initial points with a constant control input us = [1 0]⊺. The upper half
shows the trajectories with the exponential slack dynamics (E) and linear
ones (L). The lower half shows trajectory with different β parameters using
exponential slack dynamics.

sampled from a distribution uj ∼ π(·|sj) at time tj . The
control action is kept the same for the time interval [tj , tj+1).

Using Theorem 4, we can prove the following proposition

Proposition 2. Let gj(s,µ) be the switched system defined by
(9) and (12) determined by control input uj , where uj is a
control inputs for the time interval [tj , tj+1), j = 1, ..., N . Let
V be the common Lyapunov function defined in (13). Every
trajectory, starting from (s(0),µ(0)) ∈ Ωη is attracted by M.

Proof. From the Theorem 3, we can verify that each system
gj is attracted by Mj = M. The invariant set of the switched
system is ∪N

j=1Mj = M.

V. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we will introduce several practical tech-
niques for implementing the ATACOM method. We compared
several different types of dynamics of the slack variable A,
introduced a method to obtain the continuously varying tan-
gent space basis, and a drift clipping technique that leverages
the system drift only when necessary to ensure safety.

A. Slack Variable Dynamics

Different types of dynamics of the slack variable A will
affect how the tangent space is deformed. We can use a
simple example to understand how the tangent space will be
deformed.

Example 5. Consider a simple constraint k(s) := s ≤ 0 whose
Jacobian Jk = 1. Let the dynamics be defined as ṡ = us. We
get the Ju =

[
1 α(µ)

]
. We can compute the basis of the

tangent space as:

Bu =
1√

1 + α2(µ)

[
−α(µ)

1

]

We, therefore, have limα(µ)→0Bu =
[
0 1

]⊺
and

limα(µ)→+∞Bu =
[
−1 0

]⊺
. The first element in Bu

approaches 0 when α(µ) is close to zero, indicating that
the control action us on the actual system vanishes. On the
contrary, the tangent basis will be aligned with the axis of us
when α(µ) goes to infinity.

When designing the slack α(µ) dynamics, we follow a
straightforward principle: The tangential basis should align
with the basis of the original system as much as possible when
the state is safe and far from the boundary ∂C. Two examples
of α(µ) are

Linear α(µ) = βµ

Exponential α(µ) = exp(βµ)− 1

Figure 4 compares a different type of slack dynamics func-
tion with different hyperparameters β. The upper part shows
the trajectory between Linear and Exponential dynamics. The
lower part shows different hyperparameters β for Exponential
Slack. A stiff slack dynamics function will deform the action
space more aggressively, while a soft slack dynamics function
will lead to more conservative behavior. In general, it would
be desirable to have as little deformation of the action space
as possible to avoid performance loss. However, a stiff slack
dynamics function will pose a numerical stability issue as
the Jacobian matrix Ju will be ill-conditioned. In addition,
a stiff slack dynamics function also requires a higher control
frequency as the tangent basis will change more drastically.

B. Continuously Varying Tangent Space Basis

Various approaches have been discussed in the literature on
determining the bases of the tangent space (kernel of the Jaco-
bian), such as the Gaussian Elimination method and QR/SVD
decomposition. However, the Gaussian Elimination method
will result in a non-orthogonal base. Standard QR/SVD-based
methods do not generate smooth varying bases as discussed
by [70]. In addition, any linear combination of the bases con-
structs other bases. Several techniques have been introduced
to construct a continuous function to determine the basis of
the kernel given a sequence of the matrices [70]–[72]. How-
ever, these techniques are path-dependent. Rheinboldt [73]
introduced a moving frame algorithm to compute the path-
independent basis. Here, we briefly present the algorithm
without proof.

Let Bu ∈ RN×U be an orthonormal matrix of which
columns span the kernel of Ju ∈ RS×N at (s,µ) ∈ RN .
The matrix Bu is not expected to depend continuously on

Algorithm 2 Smooth Varying Basis of the Kernel
1: Input: J(x), T
2: Compute the basis matrix B(x) of kerJ(x)
3: Compute U0 := (B(x))⊺T
4: Compute the Singular Value Decomposition U0 =
AΣB⊺

5: Obtain the solution Q := AB⊺

6: Form the smooth varying bases B′(x) := B(x)Q
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(a) 3D N-LIN (b) 2D N-LIN (c) 2D S-LIN (d) 2D S-EXP (e) 3D S-EXP
Fig. 5. Comparison of Nonsmooth (N) and Smooth (S) basis using the Linear (LIN) and the Exponential (EXP) slack dynamics function for two different
constraints. Top Row: −(s21+s22)+1 ≤ 0, Bottom Row: cos(4s1)+s22−0.8 ≤ 0. (a) 3D manifold with linear slack dynamics, the tangent space bases are
obtained from QR decomposition. The tangent space bases do not vary smoothly. (b) The tangent basis project onto the original S1 −S2 space. (c) Projected
smooth tangent space bases with linear slack dynamics computed by Alg. 2. The projected tangent space is not orthogonal in the projected space. (d) Projected
smooth tangent space bases with exponential slack dynamics. The tangent space bases are less deformed when the state is away from the boundary. (e) The
smooth tangent space bases in S1 − S2 − µ space.

(s,µ) and can be obtained, for example, by QR or SVD
decomposition. For any orthogonal matrix Q ∈ RU×U , the
matrix BuQ is another orthonormal basis of the kernel of
Ju. The objective is to construct Q : D → RU×U such
that the ”rotated” bases BuQ depend continuously on (s,µ).
Rheinboldt [73] suggest formulating an Orthogonal Procrustes
Problem as

min
Q

∥(BuQ)⊺T − IU∥F s.t. Q⊺Q = IU

where T ∈ RN×U is a matrix with orthonormal columns
that span the coordinate space of the manifold, ∥ · ∥F is the
Frobenius norm, and IU is U -dimensional identity matrix. This
problem can be solved using Algorithm 2.

Practically, it is desirable to choose the reference coordinate
frame T as simply as possible. We can choose the T to be
aligned with the original control space, i.e., the diagonal entry
T[i,i] = 1, i ∈ (1, · · · , U) and elsewhere 0. In the following
example, we compare the smooth varying basis with the one
obtained from QR decomposition.

Example 6. Consider a velocity-controlled dynamical system
ṡ = us. We compare the tangent bases for two different
constraints, −(s21 + s22) + 1 ≤ 0 and cos(4s1) + s22 − 0.8 ≤ 0.
The first constraint constructed a connected manifold, while
the second built a disconnected manifold. The constraint man-
ifolds and their tangent space bases obtained from different
approaches are shown in Fig. 5. We can observe that the
smoothed tangent space bases with exponential slack dynamics
are less deformed and continuously varying compared to
the ones obtained from QR decomposition with linear slack
dynamics.

C. Drift Clipping

As described in (12), the first term −J†
uψ compensates for

the constraint drift caused by the system drift. Let’s consider
the effect of the system drift when no controller is applied,
i.e., [us uµ]

⊺ = 0.

ċi = k̇i + µ̇i = Jk,if + Jk,iGus +Aiuµ

= ψi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}

Starting from a safe state where k < 0, we can obtain that
when ψi > 0, we have k̇i > 0, indicating that the drift term
is pushing the state to the boundary of the constraint ∂M.
On the other hand, when ψi < 0, the drift term pulls the
state away from the constraint boundary. Therefore, the safe
controller only needs to compensate for the drift that tends to
the boundary. This can be done by clipping the drift term to
be non-negative.

ψ̂i = max(ψi, 0), i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}

We will illustrate the benefit of drift clipping in Example 7
after introducing the extension of separable state space (Sec-
tion VI-A).

VI. EXTENSIONS

We have introduced the fundamental concept of ATACOM
in Section IV. In this section, we will extend the application
scope of the approach in several directions. First, in the
previous section, we assumed that we had full knowledge of
dynamic systems and that the constraints were determined
purely by the system’s state variables. However, in many
applications, the constraints are determined by both the state
of the robot and the external state, yet we only partially know
the dynamic system. For example, the safety constraints in
HRI can be defined by the distance between the human and
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Problem State s Constraint c = 0 Dynamics ṡ Jacobian Ju Drift ψ

ATACOM s k(s) + µ f(s) +G(s)us [JkG A] Jkf

Sec. Order
[
s
ṡ

]
β(k(s)) + Jk(s)ṡ

+µ

[
ṡ

f(s, ṡ)

]
+

[
0

G(s, ṡ)

]
us [JkG A]

Jkf + (JβJk
+∇sJkṡ)ṡ

Dyn. Env. [q z]⊺ k(q,z) + µ f(q) +G(q)uq [JqG A] Jqf + Jz ż

Equal. Constr. s

[
k(s) + µ

l(s)

]
f(s) +G(s)us

[
JkG A
JlG 0

] [
Jkf
Jlf

]
TABLE I

EXTENSION OF ATACOM CONTROLLER WITH DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT SETUP.

the robot, but the model of the human motion is difficult
to obtain. Section VI-A will discuss extending ATACOM for
scenarios with only partial knowledge of the dynamics. Next,
we introduce an extension to the second-order system in Sec-
tion VI-B. We show by an example why ATACOM controller
does not guarantee safety for a second-order system with
position-based constraint and then provide a simple solution
that modifies the constraint to ensure safety. This method
can also be extended to higher-order systems. Section VI-C
discusses how ATACOM can be applied to the problem with
equality constraints. The summary of the extensions is shown
in Table I.

A. Dynamical Environment with Separable State Space

In many applications, robots are interacting in a dynamic
environment. Therefore, not all of the state can be directly con-
trolled by the robot. For instance, humans move dynamically
in an HRI environment. To tackle this problem, we assume the
state s ∈ S is separable by a Directly Controllable State (DCS)
q ∈ Q and a Directly Uncontrollable State (DUS) z ∈ Z as

s =

[
q
z

]
, S = Q×Z

The constraint manifold is defined as

M = {(q, z,µ) ∈ D : c(q, z,µ) = k(q, z) + µ = 0}

We assume the dynamic system for the DCS is known and
affine w.r.t. the control, i.e.,

q̇ = f(q) +G(q)uq (15)

Similar to (11), the following requirement should be satisfied
to ensure safety

ψ(q, z) + Ju(q, z,µ)

[
uq

uµ

]
= 0

where ψ(q, z) = Jq(q, z)f(q) + Jz(q, z)ż, Jq(q, z) =
∂
∂qk(q, z) and Jz(q, z) = ∂

∂zk(q, z) are partial derivatives.
Ju(q, z,µ) =

[
Jq(q, z)G(q) A(µ)

]
.

Compared to the previous derivation (11), the drift term
ψ(q, z) has an additional source from the uncontrollable
state’s motion Jz(q, z)ż. We assume ż can be observed or
estimated. In practice, we can estimate the velocity of the
uncontrollable states by the finite difference or by using a
state observer. A comparison of different velocity observations

is shown in Section VII-B. We can derive the ATACOM-
controller similarly to Eq. (12) where Ju and ψ should be
adapted. Here, we show a simple example with a dynamic
moving obstacle in the 2D environment, illustrating the effect
of drift clipping.

Example 7. Figure 6 shows an environment with an obstacle
(red square) moving from the upper right corner to the lower
left corner with a constant velocity. The robot (blue circle or
green hexagon) is initialized from the right side. The DCS is
the XY -position of the robot q = [xr yr]

⊺, and the DUS is
the XY -position of the obstacles z = [xo yo]

⊺. We define
the constraint as k(q, z) = −∥q − z∥ + η < 0. The robot
is directly controlled by the velocity q̇ = uq . We applied a
constant control input u = [1 0]⊺ to the robot and compared
the effect of the drift clipping (Section V-C) on the robot’s
trajectory. Since f = 0, the drift term only contains Jzż.
The drift term is positive when the obstacle moves toward
the robot and negative when the obstacle moves away from
the robot. Figure 6 illustrates the robot’s trajectory with (blue)
and without (green) drift clipping. We can see that the robot
with drift clipping recovers to the original motion direction
quickly. In contrast, the robot without drift clipping follows
the movement of the obstacles to compensate for the drift.

B. Second-Order Dynamics

Previous derivation focuses on the first-order affine control
system with state constraints. However, this method can not be
applied directly to higher-order systems by simply converting
the system to the first order. We first illustrate from an
example that the constraint with only position input violates
the assumption. Then, we provide a solution for the second-
order systems. This approach can be easily extended to higher-
order systems.

Example 8. Consider a system directly controlling accelera-
tion, i.e., s̈ = us. We convert the system to a first-order affine
system as

˙̂s =

[
ṡ
s̈

]
=

[
ṡ
0

]
+

[
0
I

]
us = f +Gus

For the constraint k(s) < 0 that only takes s as input, the
Jacobian with respect to ŝ is Jk =

[
∂
∂sk 0

]
. We can verify

that rank(JG) = rank(JkG) = 0 where the Assumption 4
does not hold.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Robot with Drift Clipping
Traj. with Drift Clipping

Robot without Drift Clipping
Traj. without Drift Clipping

Obstacle
Initial Point

Fig. 6. Comparison of ATACOM controller with and without Drift Clipping in a 2D environment with a moving obstacle. The robot (blue circle or green
hexagon) has a constant control input u = [1 0]⊺. Each figure represents the positions of the robot and the obstacle at a different time step. (a) The robot begins
from the right side, and the obstacle (red square) starts from the upper right corner to the lower left corner. (b) The robot and the obstacle are approaching
each other. The drift term is positive since the distance between the robot and the obstacle decreases as the obstacle moves. (c) The drift compensation term
drives the robot in the lower-left direction. (d) The distance between the obstacle and the robot increases due to the movement of the obstacle, so the drift term
is negative. (e) The robot with drift clipping recovers to the original direction quickly, while the robot without drift clipping follows the obstacle’s movement.

Generally speaking, the second-order control affine system
can be defined as

s̈ = f(s, ṡ) +G(s, ṡ)us (16)

For a state-only constraint k(s) of class C2, we can convert
the constraint for the second-order system as:

k∗(s, ṡ) = β(k(s)) + k̇(s) = β(k(s)) + Jkṡ ≤ 0 (17)

where β(·) is a class K function, following the idea of High-
order Control Barrier Function (CBF) from [35]. We again
introduce the slack variable µ to construct the constraint
manifold and set the time-derivatives of the new constraint
k∗ to zero and obtain

(Jβ +∇sJkṡ)ṡ+ Jkf + JkGus +Aµ = 0

Grouping the terms together, we obtain the same form of
requirement as in Eq. (11). The Jacobian Ju and the drift ψ
are defined as

Ju = [JkG A], ψ = Jkf + (JβJk +∇sJkṡ)ṡ

we notice that Ju has exactly the same structure as the first-
order system, the only difference is the drift contains an
additional term due to the velocity ṡ. If Assumption 4 holds,
Ju is full rank, Theorem 3 synthesizes a safety controller to
the constraint function defined in Eq. (17).

C. Equality Constraints

The ATACOM controller can be extended for equality
constraint

l(s) = 0,

where l : S → RL is of class C1 with the Jacobian
Jl : S → RL×S . We assume the system with equality
constraint is under-constrained, i.e., L < S. We can formulate
the constraint manifold

M = {(s,µ) ∈ D : c(s,µ) = 0}

where c(s,µ) =
[
k(s) + µ l(s)

]⊺
.

The Jacobian and the drift are adapted correspondingly as

Ju =

[
JkG A
JlG 0

]
, ψ =

[
Jkf
Jlf

]
To ensure the Eq. (11) is solvable, the following additional
assumptions on the equality constraint should be satisfied.

Assumption 5. The Jacobian JlG is full row rank
∀(s,µ) ∈ Ωη .

We can again construct the ATACOM controller using
Eq. (12). The controlled system will approach the constraint
manifold M from the neighborhood Ωη and stay on the
manifold.

However, simply choosing a matrix T ∈ RN×U whose
diagonal entry is T[i,i] = 1 is no longer a valid choice
for the coordinate space in this setting. For example, for a
1-sphere in 2D, the coordinate frame T =

[
1 0

]⊺
is not a

valid coordinate as there are multiple points mapped to the
same point. The 2-sphere does not even contain a smooth
varying basis, according to the Hairy Ball Theorem [74].
Unfortunately, the choice of the reference matrix is not trivial
and depends on the manifold. We will leave this discussion to
future work.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

As shown in the previous works, ATACOM has been
applied to solve various tasks with different environmen-
tal characteristics, such as Robot Air Hockey that contains
equality constraints, collision avoidance with dynamically
moving obstacles [9], collision avoidance with differential
drive (control affine system), and Human-Robot Interaction
(high-dimensional) [10], and it outperforms state-of-the-art
baselines.

In this section, we will analyze the effectiveness of different
techniques introduced in previous sections in some simple
environments to provide a thorough understanding of the al-
gorithm. In the first experiment, we will compare the effect of
different slack dynamics functions and their hyperparameters
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(a) 2D-StaticEnv (b) 2D-DynamicEnv (c) AirHockeySim

(d) AirHockeyRealWorld
Fig. 7. Experiment environments. (a) The task of 2D-StaticEnv is to move the robot (blue point) to the target (green point) while avoiding the obstacle
(red circle). The robot is controlled directly by the velocity. (b) In 2D-DynamicEnv, multiple obstacles (red points) move randomly or in a fixed pattern
with different velocity scales. The robot tries to reach the target without colliding with the obstacles. (c) The KUKA iiwa Robot tries to hit the puck (red)
to the goal while avoiding collisions with the table. The RL agent produces the desired joint velocity, which is tracked by a torque controller. (d) In the
AirHockeyRealWorld, the resetting is conducted by a pre-programmed PA10 robot. The learning agent controls the KUKA robot to hit the puck to the goal.

in a 2D static collision avoidance environment (Fig. 7a). Then,
we will compare the effects of different velocity observation
methods in a dynamic environment containing moving obsta-
cles (Fig. 7b). Additionally, we evaluate how the dynamic
mismatch will impact the performance of ATACOM in a
simulated air hockey task (Fig. 7c). Finally, we show in the
real-world robot air hockey experiment (Fig. 7d) that we can
fine-tune the RL agent from online real-world interactions with
the help of ATACOM.

A. Comparison of Different Slack Dynamics

We introduced multiple types of slack dynamics functions
to ensure safety in Section V-A. In this experiment, we will
compare the effect of different types of slack dynamics func-
tions (Linear and Exponential) and their hyperparameters β
in a 2D collision avoidance environment, shown in Figure 7a.
A circular obstacle shown in red stays in the middle of the
environment. The task is to control the planar robot (blue
point) to reach the target (green point). The robot is controlled
by velocity [

ẋ
ẏ

]
=

[
ux
uy

]
The constraints are collision avoidance w.r.t. the fixed obstacle,
i.e., ∥pr − po∥ > ro, and keeping the robot inside the
boundaries, i.e., li < pr,i < ui, i ∈ {x, y}. The reward is
the negative distance to the target r = −∥pr − pt∥. We use
SAC [75] as the RL algorithm. The control frequency is set
to be 100Hz in all experiments. The learning parameters are
the same among all experiments except for the parameters in
comparison, i.e., the type of slack dynamics function and its
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Fig. 8. Learning Curve of 2D-Static Environment. Different colors represent
different slack dynamics functions. The line types represent different β
settings. The shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval of 25
independent runs.

parameters β. Details of the hyperparameters can be found in
Appendix A-A. We ran 25 seeds for each experiment setting.

The learning curves are shown in Figure 8. In all experiment
settings, the robot has not collided with the obstacle during
training. The robot can reach the target in all experiment
settings within a fixed horizon length except for the setting
of linear slack dynamic function with β = 0.3. The reason is
that the action space is heavily morphed by the slack dynamics
function and the robot is taking a conservative behavior. The
lower reward result indicates that the robot is reaching the
target slower than the higher reward result. We can clearly
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#
O

bs
. Success Rate Episode Length Success Rate Episode Length

Exact FD None Exact FD None Exact FD None Exact FD None
L

O
W

2 1.00 0.99 0.87 234.37 242.40 320.90 1.00 0.99 0.87 230.26 240.75 320.45

6 1.00 0.97 0.74 243.46 267.56 420.00 1.00 0.97 0.68 245.45 270.49 465.93

10 1.00 0.93 0.55 281.33 335.36 552.90 1.00 0.93 0.51 272.36 320.36 598.09

M
E

D
IU

M 2 1.00 0.95 0.87 230.99 265.69 320.47 1.00 0.97 0.86 231.64 250.29 323.36

6 1.00 0.87 0.53 247.46 334.70 568.30 0.99 0.92 0.63 249.14 300.66 504.11

10 0.90 0.64 0.34 285.03 507.50 716.45 0.98 0.83 0.45 274.69 382.43 640.84

H
IG

H

2 0.98 0.92 0.84 244.93 284.46 344.39 1.00 0.97 0.85 228.96 249.22 332.13

6 0.93 0.71 0.38 296.02 441.88 686.10 0.98 0.90 0.60 255.28 319.77 524.45

10 0.87 0.58 0.24 356.48 540.02 417.23 0.96 0.80 0.46 297.39 393.61 632.07

FIXED PATTERN RANDOM MOTION

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SLACK DYNAMIC AND HYPERPARAMETERS IN 2D COLLISION AVOIDANCE ENVIRONMENT.

see that the slack dynamics function with less morphing of
the action space (higher β and exponential slack dynamics
function) leads to better training performance. However, a
higher β parameter requires a higher control frequency as the
manifold will have a higher curvature, causing the system to
deviate from the manifold due to the discretization error.

B. Comparison of Different Velocity Observations in Dynam-
ical Environment

As described in Section VI-A, the velocity of the DUS ż
leads to additional drift to the system. An accurate observation
of ż is beneficial to ensure safety. However, in many robotic
applications, observing such velocity is often challenging
and inaccurate. In this experiment, we compare the safety
performance with different types of velocity observation in
a dynamic environment with multiple moving obstacles.

We use a 2D Dynamic Environment as a study example,
as shown in Fig. 7b. The robot (blue point) is controlled by
velocity. The constraints are defined as keeping the distance
to each obstacle bigger than a threshold, i.e., ∥pr − poi∥ >
ro, i = 1, 2, · · · . The target (green square) is randomly placed
in the environment for each episode. We consider two types of
moving obstacles: (1) The obstacles move in a fixed pattern,
i.e., each obstacle moves along a circle around its initial
position. (2) The obstacles move randomly in the environment.
In this experiment, we use a hand-crafted policy that tries to
reach the target with a linear tracker

u = Kp

[
xt − x
yt − y

]
where Kp is a positive definite matrix, [xt yt]⊺ is the target
position. The action vector u is then converted to [ux uy]

⊺

using ATACOM. The observation includes the robot’s posi-
tion/velocity and the obstacles’ position/velocity.

In this experiment, we compare the safety performance of
(a) exact velocity observations (EXACT), (b) no zero velocity
(NONE), and (c) velocities obtained from the finite difference
in position (FD). In the FD setting, we added a Gaussian noise

with a standard deviation of 0.03 to the position. We evaluate
the performance with different numbers of obstacles (2, 6, 10)
and different obstacle speeds. In the LOW-velocity setting,
the maximum speed of the obstacles is 50% of the maximum
speed of the robot. The MEDIUM and HIGH-velocity settings
are 100% and 150%, respectively. We ran 1000 episodes for
each experiment setting. The experiment hyperparameters can
be found in Appendix A-B.

The results are shown in Table II. The episode is successful
if the robot reaches the without collision within a fixed
horizon. As expected, the robot performs the best in all ex-
periment settings when the exact velocity is known. However,
the ATACOM does not achieve a 100% success rate in the
HIGH-velocity and in the MEDUIM-velocity settings with 10
obstacles. This is because, in the HIGH-velocity setting, the
velocity of the obstacle is higher than that of the robot. The
controller can not fully compensate for the drift in such cases.
In the MEDIUM-velocity setting with 10 obstacles, collisions
occur when multiple constraints are active, and no feasible
action exists to avoid the collision. To ensure safety in these
scenarios, we need a better design of the constraint function,
using more advanced techniques such as reachability analysis.
Additionally, we can also observe that the velocity obtained
by the finite difference method (FD) performs comparably
well to the exact velocity in the LOW/MEDIUM-velocity
setting and the fewer obstacle settings. Instead, assuming
a static environment at each time step (NONE) does not
give satisfactory results. Therefore, using an accurate velocity
observer for the DUS in the dynamic environment is advisable.

C. Dynamic Mismatch in Air Hockey Simulation
ATACOM requires a known dynamics model of the DCS.

However, obtaining an accurate model of the robot dynamics
can be challenging. The nominal model dynamics often differ
from the real robot’s ones. In the next experiment, we evaluate
the performance under dynamics mismatch for ATACOM in a
simulated air hockey task.

The task requires controlling a KUKA iiwa14 robot to
hit the randomly initialized puck into the opponent’s goal.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the dynamic mismatch in the air hockey simulation.
This figure shows the Discounted Return, the Puck’s Velocity when crossing
the middle line of the table, and the Success Rate evaluated over 1000
episodes. The Violation Rate is the percentage of episodes that one or more
constraints are violated throughout the training process. The box plot shows
the results over five independent runs.

The environment’s observation space contains the robot’s joint
positions and velocities, the puck’s position and velocity, the
relative position and velocity between the puck and the robot’s
end-effector, and the action in the previous step. The total
dimension of the observation space is 33. The action space
of the RL agent is the desired joint velocity of the robot. A
tracking controller is then applied to generate joint torques
that track the desired joint position and velocity. The reward
function is composed of three parts: one that rewards the
end-effector for hitting the puck, one that expects the puck
to move fast, and one that rewards for scoring. The safety
specification is defined by 21 constraints, including 14 joint
position constraints, five end-effector position constraints, and
two elbow and wrist link constraints. Detailed descriptions
of the environment and the hyperparameters are given in
Appendix A-C.

To properly quantify the dynamics mismatch, we again
use the velocity-controlled system as the nominal system for
ATACOM and change the maximum velocity of the nominal
system to be different percentages of the actual velocity limit.
We trained the policy using SAC for 3 million steps and
then ran the evaluation for 1000 episodes. Fig. 9 presents
the results of 5 independent runs. We can observe that the
performance (Discounted Return, Puck’s Velocity, and Success
Rate) of ATACOM increases as the nominal system’s velocity
increases. The performance gain is because the agent can hit
the puck at a higher velocity, and the puck will score in
fewer steps. However, this performance improvement comes
at the cost of constraint violations. The ATACOM agent using
an underestimated nominal dynamics model (50%, 80%, 90%)
generally has fewer violations than those using an overesti-
mated model (110%, 120%, 150%). The key reason is that the
agent with an underestimated nominal dynamics model will
always generate a feasible velocity command. In contrast, the
agent with an overestimated nominal dynamics model will
generate infeasible commands. The tracking controller will
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Fig. 10. Learning Curve of the Real Robot Air Hockey Task. The evaluation
is conducted every 500 episodes. In each evaluation, we ran 100 episodes
with the puck placed uniformly in the pre-defined region. The baseline is a
planning-based solution introduced in [13].

truncate the command to the velocity limit, which leads to
unsafe behavior. Using a correct dynamics model, the agent
achieves a good trade-off between performance and safety. In
the experiment with an accurate nominal dynamics model, the
violation rate is 0.1%: these violations are caused mainly by
the low control frequency (50Hz) and the controller’s tracking
error.

D. Real Robot Air Hockey

In the last experiment, we will show that ATACOM achieves
safe exploration on the Real Robot Air Hockey task, enabling
online RL in the real world. The real robot setup is illustrated
in Figure 7d. The performance of the Robot Air Hockey
Hitting task is susceptible to the robot’s and puck’s dynamics.
The success rate of the trained agent is 87% in simulation, yet
the success rate drops to 12% when the policy is deployed in
the real world. The main reason behind the performance drop
is that successful hitting requires the robot to strike the puck
in a specific direction precisely, but the dynamic mismatch
between the simulator and the real world leads to deviations
in the tracking controllers and the puck movements. While
the robot can still hit the puck at high speeds, the success
rate is low. Therefore, training with real-world interactions is
essential to obtain a high-performance agent. Unfortunately,
training the agent from scratch on a real robot is expensive
and time-consuming. One training experiment with 3 million
steps will take more than 100 hours, including the time for
resetting the task. Instead, we train the agent in a simulated
air hockey environment until convergence and then continue
online fine-tuning using real-world interactions.

Due to the sim-to-real gap, we observe that the value
function obtained from the simulation has significant discrep-
ancies with the real-world data. Direct training using the data
collected from the real robot will destroy the value function
landscape and rapidly lead to policy degradation. As a result,
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0.000.111.001.00
0.000.000.710.60
0.120.111.000.60
0.001.000.500.60

Planning Baseline

Success Rate 0.3
Puck Velocity 1.23

0.170.380.170.33
0.000.120.290.00
0.000.120.000.00
0.330.000.000.00

Episode 0

Success Rate 0.12
Puck Velocity 0.97

0.140.290.140.20
0.140.641.000.00
0.430.780.860.00
0.501.000.000.33

Episode 1500

Success Rate 0.38
Puck Velocity 0.93

0.750.570.710.00
0.710.551.000.90
0.700.880.861.00
0.331.000.500.67

Episode 3000

Success Rate 0.71
Puck Velocity 0.97

Fig. 11. Success Rate of the Real Robot Air Hockey Task. This figure shows the table region of the trained agent’s side. The dashed line represents the
middle line of the table. The puck is placed uniformly on the table. The value in each cell represents the success rate in the corresponding areas. The figure
on the left shows the success rate of the planning/optimization baseline. The second figure shows the result of the pre-trained agent. The third and last figures
show the success rate of the trained agent after 1500 and 3000 episodes, respectively.

the agent will suffer from getting high-performance data and a
slow convergence rate. Therefore, we first run a data-collection
phase for 100 episodes using the pre-trained agent. We then
train the value function using the newly collected data. This
training phase only updates the value function and keeps
the policy fixed. Then, we continue the training steps using
the SAC algorithm. We apply two modifications to the SAC
algorithm to fit the real-world setting: (1) We reduce the
computation load during the episode rollout due to the real-
time requirements: instead of updating the policy and the value
function at each time step, we update the policy and the value
function once the episode is finished. The number of updates
equals the number of steps in the episode. (2) Due to the
stochasticity of the real-world environment and the noise of
the observations, outliers in the transition data can significantly
affect the training of the value function. To reduce the impact
of the outliers, we use a Huber loss instead of the Mean Square
Error to train the value function. The Huber loss function is

Lδ(y, ŷ) =


1

2
(y − ŷ)2 if |y − ŷ| ≤ δ,

δ|y − ŷ| − 1

2
δ2 otherwise.

Our study involved an extensive 3000 episodes of on-
line fine-tuning on the real robot, a process that spanned
approximately 24 hours. The resetting was executed by a
Mitsubishi PA10 robot with a vacuum gripper, using a pre-
programmed resetting motion. We conducted evaluations every
500 episodes, running 100 episodes with the puck placed
uniformly in the pre-defined region.

Figure. 10 shows the learning curve during the training
process. The performance of the pre-trained agent is shown
as a blue dashed line. The success rate of the pre-trained
agent is 0.12, and the average puck’s velocity is 0.97m/s.
We also compare the planning/optimization-based baseline
as introduced in [13]. The baseline has a success rate of
0.3 and an average hitting velocity of 1.23m/s. Notably, the
performance at 500 episodes is worse than the initial policy.
This is because the value function trained in the simulation
does not reflect the performance of the policy in the real world,
and the value function needs more iterations to reconstruct
the landscape based on real-world dynamics. Since the agent
has already acquired some high-performance data in the initial

data collection phase, the value function will converge faster
than if it is trained from scratch. The success rate improved
significantly to 0.71 at the evaluation of 3000 episodes, and the
puck’s speed remains comparable at 0.97m/s. The maximum
violation throughout the evaluation is close to zero, as shown
in the lower-right plot of Figure 10. Although the planning
baseline is able to hit the puck at a higher speed, building a
reactive and adaptive planner for high-speed dynamic motion
is still challenging. The goal of the learning agent is focused
primarily on scoring, which sacrifices hitting speed for better
accuracy. We can also observe it from the last two steps in
the learning curve. The success rate keeps increasing while
the hitting velocity decreases slightly.

We show the success rate when the puck is initialized at dif-
ferent table regions in Figure 11. The planning/optimization-
based solution is shown in the leftmost plot. The three plots on
the right show the success rates at Episodes 0, 1500, and 3000.
Due to the uneven air flow, the puck drifts heavier on the right
side of the table than on the left. Therefore, the baseline agent
performs worse on the right side as the planner does not adapt
to the changes in the puck’s motion. After the training, we can
observe that the RL agent successfully adapted its behavior,
and the success rate is significantly improved. However, the
puck’s speed is still lower than the baseline as the baseline
is optimized for the maximum speed, while the RL agent
only contains a small bonus for the high-speed puck. The RL
agent needs to make a trade-off between high-speed motion
and accuracy. Although other specialized solutions to solve
the Air Hockey hitting task exist [76], to the best of our
knowledge, our method is the first approach able to learn
and improve the performance of the real robot while ensuring
safety at every timestep. We argue that the RL agent could,
in principle, outperform these baselines using more effective
learning strategies and fine-tuning the reward design.

VIII. DICUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Connections to Control Barrier Functions

Control Barrier Functions (CBFs) [34] is a popular tech-
nique to enforce safety in control systems. Consider the safety
specification h(s) ≥ 0, where h : S → R is a continuously
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differentiable function. h is a CBF if there exists an extended
class K function α such that for the control system (4):

ḣ(s,us) ≥ −α(h(s)), ∃us ∈ U , ∀s ∈ S (18)

A safe controller is often obtained from a quadratic pro-
gramming problem that finds the control input closest to the
nominal one while satisfying the CBF constraint (18).

We found a close connection between ATACOM and CBF
in the following sense: consider the 1-dimensional safety
constraint and the following equality constraint

k(s) + µ = 0

with µ ≥ 0. We rearrange the equality constraint and get

µ(s) = −k(s), and µ̇(s) = −k̇(s)

From the slack variable dynamics (8), we have

µ̇(s) = α(µ(s))uµ ≥ u−µα(µ(s)) = −α′(µ(s))

with α′(·) = −u−µα(·). The inequality holds since α(·) ≥ 0.
Since u−µ < 0, α′ is also a function of class K. Compared to
the CBF constraint (18), introducing a slack dynamics function
is equivalent to constructing a CBF constraint.

The major difference between ATACOM and CBF is that
ATACOM obtains the safe action by constructing a set of
basis vectors while CBF-base approach requires an additional
optimization step to find the feasible action. Solving this
optimization step numerically leads to additional computation
costs. Instead, ATACOM only requires matrix decomposition
and multiplication at each time step. We can construct the
slack dynamics function from the CBF and vice versa by
h(·) = −k(·) and α′(·) = −u−µα(·). Another difference
between the two methods is when no feasible action exists
to satisfy the constraint. CBF-based solution does not provide
a alternative solution while ATACOM provides a least square
solution.

B. Limitations

ATACOM also exhibits some limitations:
• Our approach is derived from a time-continuous perspec-

tive. This requires a high control frequency. In the pla-
nar robot environment, the control frequency is set to be
100Hz, and in the air hockey environment, the control
frequency is 50Hz. Extension to the time-discretized setting
is left for future work.

• In our analysis, we assume a feasible action exists such
that Equation (11) is solvable. The limit of the action is not
considered. It is generally a challenging problem to analyze
the stability with control input limits. Constructing a safety
constraint considering the actuation limit is also a challeng-
ing problem. Learning-based approaches to construct a CBF
with control input limit is an active topic [77], [78].

• Our approach only considers single-step constraints. It does
not consider long-term safety. For example, the robot may
get stuck in the middle of multiple objects in the 2D Moving
Obstacle environment. This type of safety specification can
be addressed by restricting a cumulative cost in SafeRL
algorithms.

C. Conclusions

In this paper, we provided a theoretical foundation, a
set of extensions, and through hyperparameters studies for
ATACOM algorithm. We showed that safety constraints can be
constructed as a manifold. By exploiting the geometry of the
tangent space, we can generate a safe action space, allowing
learning agents to sample arbitrary actions while ensuring
safety. The theoretical analysis demonstrated the existence of
a region of attraction around the constraint manifold, guaran-
teeing the system converges to the manifold. We demonstrated
in a real-world experiment of the robot air hockey task that
our approach can learn a safe policy in a high-dimensional
task with complex safety constraints.
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APPENDIX A
HYPERPARAMETERS FOR THE EXPERIMENTS

A. Hyperparameters for the 2D Static Environment

Parameter Value
slack dynamics function [exp, linear]
β [0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10.0]
# epochs 100
# steps per epoch 10000
# steps per fit 1
# evaluation episodes 10
actor lr 0.0001
critic lr 0.0003
alpha lr 5e-06
hidden layers 128 128 128
batch size 64
initial replay size 10000
# warmup transitions 10000
max replay size 200000
target network update ratio 0.001
target entropy -2
drift clipping true
slack tolerance 1e-06

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR THE 2D STATIC ENVIRONMENT

B. Hyperparameters for the 2D Dynamic Environment

Parameter Value
# obstacles [2, 6, 10]
obstacles’ velocity obs. [EXACT, NONE, FD]
obstacles’ velocity scales [50%, 100%, 150%]
obstacles’ motion pattern [FIXED, RANDOM]
# episodes 1000
# horizon 1000
drift clipping true
slack dynamics function exp
slack β 4
slack tolerance 1e-06

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR THE 2D DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

C. Experiment setup for the Robot Air Hockey Task

The observation space for the robot air hockey task is

s = [ppuck,vpuck, qrobot, q̇robot,pee-puck,vee-puck,uprev]
⊺

where ppuck ∈ R3 and vpuck ∈ R3 are the position (x, y
position and yaw-angle) and velocity of the puck, qrobot ∈ R7

and q̇robot ∈ R7 are the joint positions and velocities of the
robot, pee-puck ∈ R4 and vee-puck ∈ R3 are relative position
(angle difference represent in ) and velocities between the puck
and the velocity, and uprev ∈ R7 is the previous control input.
The action space is U ⊂ R7 is the desired joint velocity of
the robot. To obtain a smooth action that is transferable to the
real robot, we applied a low-pass filter to the sampled actions.

u = ruusample + (1− ru)uprev

where ru is the smoothing ratio. The robot is controlled by
torque in 1000Hz and the RL action is sampled in 50Hz. We
applied a trajectory interpolator to convert the desired joint
velocity to a chunk of trajectories in 1000Hz. Then a PD

http://eudml.org/doc/158520
http://eudml.org/doc/158520
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controller is used to track the trajectory. The constraints are
defined as

qi,l < qi < qi,u, i = 1, · · · , 7
xl < xee, yl < yee < yu, zl < zee < zu

z′l < zwrist z′l < zelbow

where qi, qi,l and qi,u are the position, lower and upper
limits of the joint i. [xee, yee, zee]

⊺ = FK(q) is the end-effector
position obtained from the forward kinematics. zwrist and zelbow
are the z-axis position of the wrist and elbow. The total number
of constraints is 21.

The reward function is defined as follows

r(s,us) = rpe + rpv + rpg,

rpe = 10max(dpe − ∥ppuck − pee∥, 0)
rpv = 1.5ẋpuck, if xpuck > 0

rpg = (1.5− ∥ppuck − pgoal∥)/(1− γ), if episode ends

where rpe defines the reward that encourages the end-effector
to approach the puck, dpe is the minimum distance between
the puck and the end-effector in the episode. rpv is the reward
that encourages the puck to move at a higher speed. rpg is the
reward at the final step of the episode encouraging the puck
to reach the goal.

The parameters for the RL training are shown in Table V.

Parameter Value
dynamic mismatch (%) [50, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 150]
# epochs 300
# steps per epoch 10000
# steps per fit 1
# evaluation episodes 1000
actor lr 0.0003
critic lr 0.0003
alpha lr 5e-05
hidden layers 128 128 128
activation function SELU
batch size 64
initial replay size 10000
# warmup transitions 10000
max replay size 200000
target network update ratio 0.001
target entropy -2.0
drift clipping true
slack tolerance 1e-06
slack dynamics function exp
slack β 2.0
action filter ratio ru 0.3

TABLE V
HYPERPARAMETERS FOR REAL ROBOT AIR HOCKEY EXPERIMENT

D. Experiment Setup for the Real Robot Air Hockey Task

In this experiment, the pre-training in simulation is con-
ducted with the same hyperparameters as in Table V. Here we
list the hyperparameters for the real robot experiment.

Parameter Value
# episodes 3000
# pretraining episodes 100
# value function pre-training 100
# evaluation episodes 100
initial replay size 4096
warmup transitions 4096
replay buffer size 150000
actor lr 0.0001
critic lr 0.0001
target entropy linear decay from -2 to -7
value function loss Huber Loss

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS FOR THE REAL ROBOT AIR HOCKEY TASK
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